
      CONNECTION
Working Over the Holiday

It’s an understatement to say 2020 wasn’t the year we 
were expecting. We’ve had many ups and downs. But 
through it all, one thing has remained the same: the 
dedication of our staff is unmatched.
 
While many of us enjoyed a quiet day at home since we 
couldn’t gather with our friends and family to celebrate 
the holidays, several team members spent their time at 
our facilities.  
 
On Christmas Eve and Christmas Day, staff members 
and volunteers came into the shelters to provide care to 
the animals at each location. Like it was a typical day, 
employees cleaned kennels, walked the dogs, provided 
enrichment to our four-legged friends and much more.  
 
Natatia and Randi from our field services team were 
taking calls and rescuing any animals in need. Thanks 
to a concerned citizen, Randi picked up a cat who was 
found trapped in a drawstring laundry bag inside a 
dumpster on Christmas Day.  
 
Thanks to our amazing staff and volunteers who spent 
the holiday working, we were able to continue our 
mission of changing lives in our communities.  
 
We appreciate everything that you do, and we know the 
animals in our care do too.
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Trivia: 
Q:What year did the first New Year’s Eve ball drop in Times 
Square, New York occur?

Send your answers to theconnection@michiganhumane.org, 
and the first person to guess correctly will receive a prize. 

Cooking with the Call Center | By Customer Care Coordinator, Mariann Gonczy

Without further ado, we would like to present the Michigan Humane Call 
Center ’s ‘Holiday Recipes’ book. During this holiday season, to help us feel 
more connected while we are working apart,  the call  center team has decided 
to share some tasty, new recipe ideas! 
 
To view our recipe book click here. 

Animal Outtakes

Submit your animal outtake photos for the next issue of The Connection by 
emailing them to theconnection@michiganhumane.org.

https://www.michiganhumane.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Michigan-Humane-Call-Centers-Holiday-Recipe-Book.pdf
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Freeways: Not Just for Vehicles | Field Agent, Tiffany Blaine

By now, most of you have likely seen my cell video of Lodge, the cat from the freeway. What you 
might not know is that our department gets calls for animals on freeways frequently though this was 
just one of those “right place, right time” moments. I didn’t even realize it was a cat at first, but I was 
concerned enough to turn around and double-check. This time, it wasn’t trash like it often is. It really 
was a cat. The rest is history and he is now in his forever home. 

I followed that up with a kitten on the same freeway the very next day. Three Field Agents arrived at 
the same time, in slightly different locations, and began searching. No sign of the kitten until nearly a 
full mile away from the described location, I find a kitten running for his life in the shoulder. He wanted 
no part of being caught that day, but we managed to get him. I even shared my tuna with him for a few 
days when he refused to eat. 

Or how about that time Jeff and I were riding together and see a Husky running down the 
embankment to I-94, directly into traffic? We managed to stop most traffic around us, while the dog 
decides that playing in traffic is the coolest game on Earth. While Jeff is petting him, I’m able to secure 
him, and then we hear a woman’s voice yelling. I look up, and she’s running down the embankment 
with a leash, behind a pit bull, who is running toward us. Turns out, she’s the owner of the Husky, 
and only the Husky. I’m quickly able to secure the pit bull and get him to the truck. In a matter of 
three to four minutes, being in the right place at the right time saved the lives of two dogs and certain 
heartbreak from what the pet owner could have witnessed.  

There was also a time where all of Field Services was on I-75 for a German Shepherd zig-zagging across 
all lanes of traffic, changing going north and south. Luckily, we had the help of the Michigan State 
Police to keep everyone safe. Over an hour, and a couple of miles later, the loop on my control stick 
finally managed to snag her head.

Or, perhaps, the time where Pam and I, with the assistance of MDOT, had to capture a momma duck 
and her ducklings on Southfield? Or the entire family of geese and goslings on I-96? 

I could go on and on about these stories, and many more like it, but I think I’ll end here. There are a 
few reasons I decided to write this article. One, to share a few extra interesting freeway stories. Two, 
rescues like the one featuring Lodge happen nearly every week. Lastly, animals do NOT belong on the 
freeway, regardless of how much they think they do.

If you ever spot an animal on the freeway, you can call dispatch if you’re in our service area at (313) 
872-3401. If you’re outside our area, you can call the Michigan State Police at (248) 584-5740 for 
Oakland and Macomb counties, (734) 287-5000 for Wayne County and (810) 227-1051 for Livingston 
and Washtenaw counties.
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Core Values Call Out

Since mid-October 2020, our Michigan Humane team recognized their team-mates over 40 
times for their commitment to being inclusive, collaborative, compassionate and passionate. 
Thank you everyone for your hard work and dedication! 

JANELIS LOPEZ, STEPHANIE NOBLE, CHARLY HAHNKE | Value: Collaborative

“During these current restrictions, Janelis has not been able to travel to the Howell location since she is mainly 
based at Westland. Janelis has worked hard to communicate with management on how to still make volunteer 
trainings happen at Livingston during this time. Stephanie took on doing facility tours and helping hands 
training while Charly took on doing the Pawsitive Dog Training and Cat Enrichment training. Volunteers are 
so important to our mission and I value this teamwork so much to continue to make our volunteer presence at 
Livingston stronger, especially during these times!”

STEPHANIE MORAVEC | Value: Inclusive

“Stephanie organized the Christmas window decorating plan. She worked to include all the essential staff at 
the office and spread some cheer in this difficult year.”

GREG HARRIS, STACY WOJCIKIEWICZ, RAFEL POUNCY, JARROD BEAR, THOMAS ERICKSON & SARAH 
SHACKLEFORD | Value: Collaborative

“I want to thank Greg and his team for all the work they did to get staff apparel distributed! It was such a 
huge undertaking to sort and distribute the mountains of clothing (which came in endless size, fit and length 
combinations), and they truly did it all in a professional and organized way. Thank you all for your hard work!”

SARAH KADE | Value: Collaborative

“The way Sarah has jumped into her role here has truly made the foster department a team. She recently 
helped create a more structured protocol for our foster mentors to assist in our program. It is a protocol that 
helps them help us in a more concise and consistent manner. Thank you, Sarah, for your collaborative efforts!”

INTERESTED IN SUBMITTING CONTENT FOR THE NEXT ISSUE 
OF THE CONNECTION? SEND YOUR SUGGESTIONS TO 

theconnection@michiganhumane.org


